Medicare Coding and Billing
Part 1
Medicare Fee Schedule





As of now it looks like the sequestration cut will go into effect.
This will result in a 2% cut in the Medicare Fee Schedule.
This will also result in a change to the Limiting Charge.
Non-par doctors should be careful to note this change and adjust their fees
accordingly.

Cloning Notes

 Both the Department of Justice and the Department of Health and Human
Services have indicated that the “cloning” of notes may be considered a
fraudulent act.
 It is important to note that this opinion effects both Medicare and non-Medicare
notes.
 If you are in the habit of “cloning” or reproducing the previous visit’s notes, stop
immediately.
 Each day’s notes should reflect what was said and done that day.
 As such, they should be unique.
 HHS and DOJ consider the duplication of notes an attempt on the part of the
doctor to “game the system”.

Revalidation

 CMS will soon begin a new round of enrollment revalidation.
 This will effect all providers and suppliers (about 1.4 million) enrolled before
March 2011.
 They expect to be finished by March 2015.
 All indications are that they will be looking at Office Compliance Programs this
time.
 If you do not have an Office Compliance Program in place now is the time to do
so.

Maintenance Care

 The government has reached a settlement agreement in the Jimmo v. Sebelius
lawsuit.
 The basis of the lawsuit was to challenge Medicare’s policy of denying care if no
functional improvement was expected.
 This case only applied to prescriptive services, so it will not apply to chiropractic
care.

Medicare Coding and Billing
The CMS-1500 form (or its electronic equivalent) is how we communicate with
our local Part B Medicare Administrative Contractor the services we have
performed and why we performed them.
You are talking to a computer and all that it knows is what you tell it through the
numbers that you put on the 1500 Form.
There are two code sets that are used to communicate information to the MAC.
o ICD-9-CM codes.
o PT codes.ICD-9-CM stands for International Classification of Disease, 9th
edition, Clinical Modification.
I cover diagnosis in another webinar.
CPT® stands for Current Procedural Terminology®
The CPT® Code Set is owned by the American Medical Association.
This is why there is a delay in the implementation of the ICD-10 codes.
The ICD-10 codes are used both for diagnosis and procedures coding.
The procedure codes that chiropractors use to bill covered procedures to Medicare
are:
o 98940
o 98941
o 98942
Remember that the only Medicare covered procedure for chiropractors is the
adjustment.
The only reason to bill any other procedure would be at the request of the patient
and then only if they have a secondary insurance that would require a denial from
Medicare before they paid for the service.

Modifiers
With all of the coding options available, sometimes there is no code to fit the
situation.
When that happens it is time to use a modifier.
Some modifiers are specific to Medicare and some can be used with all insurance.
o AT = Active Treatment
o GA = Waiver of Liability Statement Issued as Required by Payer Policy
o GY = Noncovered Service
o GZ = Used when service is expected to be denied and no ABN is on file.
Use of this modifier usually results in an automatic audit.
It is allowable to use up to four modifiers on the same code.
Medicare carriers and MACs are required to accept two modifiers.
When using multiple modifiers, the first one takes precedence.
For example; when you have a signed ABN form on file and you are still under
active treatment, you should use AT,GA as the modifier.
AT Modifier
“For Medicare purposes, a chiropractor must place an AT modifier on a claim
when providing active/corrective treatment to treat acute or chronic subluxation.

However the presence of an AT modifier may not in all instances indicate that the
service is reasonable and necessary.
As always, contractors may deny if appropriate after medical review.”
The AT modifier must be on all active treatment services for correction of acute
and chronic subluxations.
If you have a signed ABN on file but are still in active treatment, use the AT,GA
modifier combination in that order.
Do Not use the AT modifier for care that is maintenance in nature.
GA Modifier
The GA code signifies the “Waiver of Liability Statement Issued as Required by
Payer Policy.”
The GA modifier does not signify that the care is maintenance.
If you place the GA modifier on a code you must have a signed ABN form in the
file.
It is appropriate to report the GA modifier when the beneficiary refuses to sign the
ABN.
For chiropractors, the –AT modifier (which signifies that the patient is under
active treatment and that improvement is expected) is only used with the
procedure codes 98940, 98941 and 98942.
With the new changes in effect, the –GA modifier can only be used with
procedure codes 98940, 98941 and 98942.
GY Modifier
The GY modifier is used to indicate that a service is not covered by Medicare
Use the GY modifier when a patient’s secondary insurance needs a rejection by
Medicare before they will pay for a service
GZ Modifier
The GZ modifier is used when you expect Medicare to deny the service and you do not
have an ABN form signed.
Use this modifier when you forgot the ABN.
Expect an audit if you use this modifier

Q6 Modifier
Services provided by a Locum Tenens physician
Use this modifier when you have another doctor filling in for you.
A Locum Tenens doctor can fill in for 60 days.

The CMS 1500 Form
Note: Get a copy of the CMS 1500 form from your stock to follow along
Now that we know what codes and modifiers to use, lets look at how to use them
Services are billed to Medicare using the CMS 1500 claim form or the electronic
equivalent.The CMS 1500 form will be replaced in the future.
The replacement form will have more spaces for diagnoses.
The recommended timeline is to have insurers able to accept the new form by
June 1, 2013 with the current form discontinued by October 1, 2013.This is the
CMS 1500 form.

Commonly called the 1500 form.
It is printed in red because it is read by an Optical Character Recognition (OCR)
scanner
Electronic Health records require the same information that the 1500 form does.
The top part of the form is for the patient information and the insured’s
information (if it is different from the patient’s.The bottom part of the form is for
the claim information.
This is where you submit the charges.

Patient Section
Item 1 - Show the type of health insurance coverage applicable to this claim by
checking the appropriate box, e.g., if a Medicare claim is being filed, check the
Medicare box.
Item 1a - Enter the patient's Medicare Health Insurance Claim Number (HICN)
whether Medicare is the primary or secondary payer. This is a required field.
Item 2 - Enter the patient's last name, first name, and middle initial, if any, as
shown on the patient's Medicare card. This is a required field.
Item 3 - Enter the patient's 8-digit birth date (MM | DD | CCYY) and sex.
Item 4 - If there is insurance primary to Medicare, either through the patient's or
spouse's employment or any other source, list the name of the insured here.
When the insured and the patient are the same, enter the word SAME.
If Medicare is primary, leave blank.
How to Determine the Correct MSP Type Below is a list of some questions your
office may want to ask:
o Is the beneficiary covered by a Group Health Plan (GHP) through his or
her current or former employment?
o Is the beneficiary covered by a GHP through his or her spouse or other
family member's current or former employment?
o Is the beneficiary receiving Workers' Compensation (WC) benefits?
o Is the beneficiary filing a claim with a no-fault insurance or liability
insurance?
o Is the beneficiary being treated for an injury or illness for which another
party has been found responsible?
Item 5 - Enter the patient's mailing address and telephone number.
On the first line enter the street address; the second line, the city and state; the third
line, the ZIP code and phone number.
Item 6 - Check the appropriate box for patient's relationship to insured when item 4 is
completed.
Item 7 - Enter the insured's address and telephone number.
When the address is the same as the patient's, enter the word SAME.
Complete this item only when items 4, 6, and 11 are completed.
Item 8 - Check the appropriate box for the patient's marital status and whether
employed or a student.
Item 9 - Enter the last name, first name, and middle initial of the enrollee in a
Medigap policy if it is different from that shown in item 2.
Otherwise, enter the word SAME.

If no Medigap benefits are assigned, leave blank.
This field may be used in the future for supplemental insurance plans.
NOTE: Only participating physicians and suppliers are to complete item 9 and its
subdivisions and only when the beneficiary wishes to assign his/her benefits under a
MEDIGAP policy to the participating physician or supplier.
Participating physicians and suppliers must enter information required in item 9 and
its subdivisions if requested by the beneficiary.
Participating physicians/suppliers sign an agreement with Medicare to accept
assignment of Medicare benefits for all Medicare patients.
A claim for which a beneficiary elects to assign his/her benefits under a Medigap
policy to a participating physician/supplier is called a mandated Medigap transfer.
Medigap - Medigap policy meets the statutory definition of a "Medicare
supplemental policy" contained in §1882(g)(1) of title XVIII of the Social Security
Act (the Act) and the definition contained in the NAIC Model Regulation that is
incorporated by reference to the statute.
o It is a health insurance policy or other health benefit plan offered by a private
entity to those persons entitled to Medicare benefits and is specifically
designed to supplement Medicare benefits.
o It fills in some of the "gaps" in Medicare coverage by providing payment for
some of the charges for which Medicare does not have responsibility due to
the applicability of deductibles, coinsurance amounts, or other limitations
imposed by Medicare.
o It does not include limited benefit coverage available to Medicare
beneficiaries such as "specified disease" or "hospital indemnity" coverage.
o Also, it explicitly excludes a policy or plan offered by an employer to
employees or former employees, as well as that offered by a labor
organization to members or former members.
o Do not list other supplemental coverage in item 9 and its subdivisions at the
time a Medicare claim is filed.
o Other supplemental claims are forwarded automatically to the private insurer
if the private insurer contracts with the carrier to send Medicare claim
information electronically.
o If there is no such contract, the beneficiary must file his/her own supplemental
claim.
Item 9a - Enter the policy and/or group number of the Medigap insured preceded by
MEDIGAP, MG, or MGAP.
NOTE: Item 9d must be completed, even when the provider enters a policy and/or
group number in item 9a.
Item 9b - Enter the Medigap insured's 8-digit birth date (MM | DD | CCYY) and sex.
Item 9c - Leave blank if a Medigap Payer ID is entered in item 9d. Otherwise, enter
the claims processing address of the Medigap insurer.
Item 9d - Enter the 9-digit PAYERID number of the Medigap insurer.
If no PAYERID number exists, then enter the Medigap insurance program or plan
name.

Items 10a through 10c - Check "YES" or "NO" to indicate whether employment,
auto liability, or other accident involvement applies to one or more of the services
described in item 24. Enter the State postal code.
Any item checked "YES" indicates there may be other insurance primary to
Medicare. Identify primary insurance information in item 11.
Item 10d - Use this item exclusively for Medicaid (MCD) information. If the patient
is entitled to Medicaid, enter the patient's Medicaid number preceded by MCD.
Item 11 - THIS ITEM MUST BE COMPLETED, IT IS A REQUIRED FIELD. BY
COMPLETING THIS ITEM, THE PHYSICIAN/SUPPLIER ACKNOWLEDGES
HAVING MADE A GOOD FAITH EFFORT TO DETERMINE WHETHER
MEDICARE IS THE PRIMARY OR SECONDARY PAYER.If there is insurance
primary to Medicare, enter the insured's policy or group number and proceed to items
11a - 11c. Items 4, 6, and 7 must also be completed.
NOTE: Enter the appropriate information in item 11c if insurance primary to
Medicare is indicated in item 11.
If there is no insurance primary to Medicare, enter the word "NONE" and proceed to
item 12.
If the insured reports a terminating event with regard to insurance which had been
primary to Medicare (e.g., insured retired), enter the word "NONE" and proceed to
item 11b.
Insurance Primary to Medicare - Circumstances under which Medicare payment
may be secondary to other insurance include:
o Group Health Plan Coverage
Working Aged; Disability (Large Group Health Plan); and End Stage
Renal Disease; No Fault and/or Other Liability; and
o Work-Related Illness/Injury:
Workers' Compensation; Black Lung; and Veterans Benefits.
NOTE: For a paper claim to be considered for Medicare secondary payer benefits, a
copy of the primary payer's explanation of benefits (EOB) notice must be forwarded
along with the claim form.
Item 11a - Enter the insured's 8-digit birth date (MM | DD | CCYY) and sex if
different from item 3.
Item 11b - Enter employer's name, if applicable. If there is a change in the insured's
insurance status, e.g., retired, enter either a 6-digit (MM | DD | YY) or 8-digit (MM |
DD | CCYY) retirement date preceded by the word "RETIRED."
Item 11c - Enter the 9-digit PAYERID number of the primary insurer. If no
PAYERID number exists, then enter the complete primary payer's program or plan
name.
If the primary payer's EOB does not contain the claims processing address, record the
primary payer's claims processing address directly on the EOB. This is required if
there is insurance primary to Medicare that is indicated in item 11.
Item 11d - Leave blank. Not required by Medicare.
Item 12 - The patient or authorized representative must sign and enter either a 6-digit
date (MM | DD | YY), 8-digit date (MM | DD | CCYY), or an alpha-numeric date
(e.g., January 1, 1998) unless the signature is on file. In lieu of signing the claim, the

patient may sign a statement to be retained in the provider, physician, or supplier file
in accordance with Chapter 1, “General Billing Requirements.”
If the patient is physically or mentally unable to sign, a representative specified in
Chapter 1, "General Billing Requirements” may sign on the patient's behalf. In this
event, the statement's signature line must indicate the patient's name followed by “by”
the representative's name, address, relationship to the patient, and the reason the
patient cannot sign.
The authorization is effective indefinitely unless the patient or the patient's
representative revokes this arrangement.
NOTE: This can be "Signature on File" and/or a computer generated signature.
The patient's signature authorizes release of medical information necessary to process
the claim.
It also authorizes payment of benefits to the provider of service or supplier when the
provider of service or supplier accepts assignment on the claim.
Signature by Mark (X) - When an illiterate or physically handicapped enrollee signs
by mark, a witness must enter his/her name and address next to the mark.
Item 13 - The patient’s signature or the statement “signature on file” in this item
authorizes payment of medical benefits to the physician or supplier.
The patient or his/her authorized representative signs this item or the signature must
be on file separately with the provider as an authorization.
However, note that when payment under the Act can only be made on an assignmentrelated basis or when payment is for services furnished by a participating physician or
supplier, a patient’s signature or a “signature on file” is not required in order for
Medicare payment to be made directly to the physician or supplier.
In addition, the signature in this item authorizes payment of mandated Medigap
benefits to the participating physician or supplier if required Medigap information is
included in item 9 and its subdivisions.

